Three reasons
you should come to this film:

1. You will be able to hear a unique analysis of the deep roots and driving forces of the Trump/Pence fascist regime AND a vision of how to get rid of this regime... now!

2. You will get a chance to see for yourself a film by Bob Avakian, the initiator of the new communism and the leader of the revolution.

3. You will be able to gather with others who are aiming to drive Trump, Pence and the rest of these fascists from power and you will be able to talk with people from the National Get Organized For An Actual Revolution Tour, who are traveling the country to organize people to make revolution.

FOR TICKETS AND INFO

Revolution Books: 437 Malcolm X Blvd. • 212-691-3345
@revbooksnyc • revolutionbooksnyc.org

National Get Organized for an Actual Revolution Tour Organizing Center: 318 W. 139 St. • 646-717-7161
revcom.us • @tuneintorevcom • @nycrevclub

RefuseFascism.org: 917-407-1286 • @RefuseFascism

The above screening is a theater rental sponsored by Revolution Books and the Revolution Books Educational Fund, a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization. Contributions tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.
Now More Than Ever!
A regime that could destroy civilization.
You think you know... but you don’t.

THE TRUMP/PENCE REGIME MUST GO
In The Name of Humanity
We REFUSE To Accept a Fascist America
A Better World IS Possible

A FILM OF A TALK BY
BOB AVAKIAN

Monday, October 7th, 7pm
at Anthology Film Archives
32 Second Ave. @ Second St.
(F to Second Ave, #6 to Astor Pl.)

General tickets: $15; Sliding scale for students & low income.
Bulk discounted tickets for high school & college classes available on request.